FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ACEHOPPER REVS UP FOR NEXT PHASE OF ACCELERATED GROWTH WITH NEW
APPS, WEBSITE AND MARKET FOCUS
Acehopper is the Destination of Choice for Exploring the Largest Selection of Festivals,
Sports Events, Concerts, Shows and Attractions in Cities Around the World.
CHICAGO, Illinois—March 24, 2015—Today, Acehopper for iPhone, iPad and Android
devices unveiled its new product features and website. With beautiful pictures and a
seamless interface, the app makes it easy to purchase tickets for events and attractions,
check out neighborhoods, get up-to-the-minute public transit times, buy parking passes and
more. Due to its sleek, new design and simple interface, making it easy to discover places
and find points of interest without the hassle of multiple guides and maps, there has been a
surge in app installs and people signing up as registered Acehopper users.
More convenient than ever before, Acehopper pushes the limits of current mobile technology
with state-of-the-art location services powered by Liberty Media’s Skyhook Wireless, instant
notifications and alerts, powerful maps, effortless ticketing, robust images, reliable data,
seamless filters and dynamic search tools. In short, Acehopper is the obvious partner for
attractions, festivals, property managers and merchants to reach audiences and customers
anywhere, instantly. Acehopper makes it possible for these businesses to connect with
people before, during and after they arrive at the location, thereby raising consumer
awareness and stimulating demand, which in turn leads to more revenues and enhanced
profitability.
“Acehopper’s a platform for people to find out what’s going on when it counts the most—
while it’s happening—and our business customers understand this,” noted Nathan
Poeppelman, Co-Founder of Acehopper.
Acehopper is built with specific audiences in mind. One such group is the sky-rocketing
Airbnb community with over ten million nights booked across 800,000+ listings in 33,000
cities and 192 countries. For this reason, the company is piloting a program with Airbnb
hosts as a method for making recommendations of places to visit for their guests. To date,
hosts across America have teamed up with Acehopper, introducing the app to countless
Airbnb travelers, representing a wide spectrum of people from practically every continent on
earth.
Gashaw Ayalew, Airbnb Superhost stated, “I tell all of the people that I host to download
Acehopper because everything’s there, saving me time given my busy work schedule to
ensure a wonderful guest experience.”
Of course, the Acehopper team invites developers to integrate the APIs and other free tools
into their applications. As the company grows, it is envisioned that Acehopper will be
deployed on mobile devices in exciting ways. Supported by a highly-motivated staff of
engineers, designers, marketers and all-around business people, 2015 is just the beginning.
Expect to see Acehopper more widespread as it makes its mark with both consumers and
businesses, keeping pace with the newest innovations and latest technology, rivaling
anything commercially available on the marketplace.

Editors:
For more info on Acehopper please visit: http://acehopper.com
Like us on Facebook at http://facebook.com/acehopperinc
Follow us on Instagram at http://instagram.com/getacehopper
Pin us on Pinterest at http://pinterest.com/acehopper
Follow us on Twitter at http://twitter.com/getacehopper
About Acehopper
Acehopper connects people to entertainment, including nightlife, music, sports and family
fun, providing directions and guides for getting there. The company's public transit data is
optimized for all Android and iOS powered smartphones and tablets. Major metropolitan
markets served include New York City, Chicago and San Francisco. To learn more,
visit: http://acehopper.com.
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